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Abstract 

Throughout the history of electrification, applications have existed for the transmission of 

electrical energy from stationary sources to moving loads. Electrical equipment which is 

expected to move along tracks, or in cyclical, pivoting, or rotational patterns of motion often 

requires externally-supplied electrical power to operate. Various techniques have been used with 

success in the past such as brushes with sliding contacts [1], cable connections (when practical), 

and various inductive and capacitive contactless power transfer strategies [2],[3],[4],[5]; 

however, each has its own limitations in longevity and/or complexity. Applications for power 

transfer to moving loads proliferate in the automotive and traction industries, as well as 

automation and manufacturing. Both of these categories have strict requirements on reliability. 

Failure in operation can be hazardous to human life and property in the case of transportation and 

heavy equipment traction. In the case of manufacturing, the reliability requirement is justified by 

the large opportunity cost incurred by machine down time.  

The following is a proposition for a technology which is well suited for many key modern 

applications. Using the nanofarad-scale capacitance already present in a variety of rotational and 

linear journal bearings, along with a simple soft-switching high frequency power converter 

circuit, power levels in the 10
2
-10

3 
watt range have successfully been transferred capacitively 

from stationary power sources to moving loads. This capacitive power transfer strategy opens up 

the opportunity for dual utilization of bearings, as mechanical support members and power 

transfer mechanisms. Background theory and experimental results are discussed for both rotary 

and linear power transfer through commercially available plain journal bearings. Power transfer 

at 600 watts is demonstrated through a pair of rotational hydrodynamic journal bearings; 

111 watts through off-the-shelf linear plain bearings sliding on anodized aluminum shafting.  
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Term Definition 
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Chapter 1: Motivation and Review of State of the Art 

A. Rotational Motion Applications 

Rotational equipment which requires a continuous supply of electrical power includes rotor 

windings on electric machines as shown in Fig. 1 and electrically heated rollers used for material 

processing, among many others. Power requirements for these applications can range from tens 

of watts to multiple kilowatts. Both types of equipment are required to rotate continuously in one 

direction for extended periods of time; with the possibility of reversing and operating for 

extended periods in the opposite direction, depending on application. The continuous rotational 

motion rules out direct wire or cable connection as a possible means of powering the rotating 

equipment. Therefore, various forms of rotational couplings have been used to accomplish the 

necessary transfer of energy. The goals for these types of rotational couplings are to have the 

capability to provide, at minimum, the rated power level to the load; and perhaps greater peak 

power on an intermittent basis. The coupling must be able to handle the rotation reliably and 

provide many hours of operation without the need for maintenance. 

 
Fig. 1. Synchronous machine rotor, showing slip rings (a.k.a. collector rings) as a means for feeding direct current to rotor 

windings via sliding carbon brushes. (photo courtesy of www.industrial-electronics.com) 
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Multiple methods exist for reliably transmitting large quantities of power between stationary 

sources and rotating electrical loads. However, each of the current methods used in industry has 

fundamental limitations in either longevity, complexity of manufacturing, cost of materials, or a 

combination thereof. It can be seen therefore that great value would exist in a technology which 

mitigates any one of these concerns; let alone some combination of more than one of them. 

B. Linear Motion Applications 

While many applications for energy transfer from stationary sources to moving loads prohibit the 

use of direct cable connections, linear motion systems sometimes allow this as a method of 

excitation. Examples include linear tracks supporting carriages of CNC machines, mills, laser 

cutting systems, and others. These often rely on flexible cable-ways, supporting cables which 

continuously connect the moving carriage to its power source, regardless of the carriage position, 

as shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Example automation equipment which uses flexible cable-ways to support cables bringing power and data to and from the 

linearly sliding electrical equipment, shown mounted on a linear rail and bearing system. (Photo courtesy of 

www.cncrouterparts.com) 
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Fig. 3. Linear brush and contact bar system for powering overhead cranes and similar equipment which moves on linear tracks, in 

distances great enough to make cable connection impractical. (Photo courtesy of www.conductix.us) 

 

In some cases, such as overhead hoist systems and cranes, where a longer range of motion is 

desired, the energy is transferred via carbon or metallic brushes riding on linear conductive 

tracks as shown in Fig. 3.  

C. Motivation for This Work 

A more complete list of the available technologies for power transfer in both rotary and linear 

equipment will be discussed in the State of the Art Review section. For now, it suffices to say 

that almost all of the contemporary methods used in industry for transferring electrical energy 

from stationary sources to moving loads have specific disadvantages in either longevity or 

complexity of manufacturing.  

Though these concerns will be dealt with in more detail in the next section, two general remarks 

regarding the motivation for an improved technology are be made in (i) and (ii) to follow. 
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i. Longevity 

In order to address the problem of longevity, a design must be proposed which is essentially 

“maintenance free” in order to appeal to the reliability requirements of modern industry. The 

power coupling must be self-maintaining, in that it is continually lubricated (if required) without 

any intervention by the user. Also, it must not require any regular parts replacement or cleaning 

in order to keep it in operation. 

ii. Complexity 

Complexity of manufacturing could of course be reduced by de-featuring or simplifying existing 

contemporary mechanisms for power transfer between stationary sources and electrical loads 

which are in motion. Given the mature state of these technologies, however, such simplifying 

changes would likely result in at least some reduction in capability or reliability. It can be 

assumed that the existing technologies, many of which have been used for multiple decades, 

have already been optimized for manufacturing to the point that further improvement or 

simplification will either be unlikely, or at most insignificant. For this reason, the introduction of 

a completely different technique which does not rely on the physical principles or mechanisms of 

the existing methods must occur, in order that a drastically simpler design can be used without 

sacrificing functionality. 

The capacitive energy transfer method which will be proposed in this paper will be shown to 

apply as effectively to linear motion equipment as it does for rotary equipment in providing 

power to a moving load with no cables and no direct galvanic contact.  
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A. Rotational Equipment Review of  the State of the Art  

1. Sliding Contacts: The “Brush and Slip Ring” 

Several methods have been used for the purpose of power transmission through rotational 

couplings, since the early days of rotating electrical machinery. One of the earliest among these 

utilizes a sliding direct galvanic contact to a rotating conducting surface.  This technique, 

referred to previously in Fig. 1, is typically referred to as a “brush and slip ring” connection, 

because of the brushing action of the stationary contact upon the smooth surface of the rotating 

ring-shaped conductor. This technology has been used throughout the history of the wound rotor 

synchronous alternator; the machine used almost exclusively for alternating current power 

generation on the utility scale. Other uses of brush and slip ring connections include, but are not 

limited to, rotating electrically-heated material rollers, rotating beacon lamps used for warning 

and navigation, and various applications in automation, robotics, and manufacturing. 

Brush and slip ring connections, while simple in theory and operation, have limitations when it 

comes to longevity and reliability. In order to maintain the necessary galvanic contact, the brush, 

usually made of a mixture of carbon graphite material with various metals, must continuously 

slide across the surface of the rotating slip ring (usually composed of cast iron, carbon steel, 

brass, or some other metal [2].) This continuous sliding contact produces friction which slowly 

wears away the surfaces of both materials in the contact interface. As a result, the softer carbon 

brush generally wears away in length until it has become short enough that the spring providing 

force between the brush and slip ring requires an increasing adjustment in pressure as in Fig. 4. 

Eventually, after prolonged operation, the brush becomes sufficiently short in length that it must 

be replaced with a new component. Unless sufficient redundancy and safety measures are 

engineered into the equipment, as in Fig. 4(b) the replacement of these brushes results in down 
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time of the dependent machinery. Over the life of the equipment, the brushes can eventually 

wear grooves in the metallic slip ring which cause insufficient contact between the two surfaces 

when new brushes are installed. In this case, the slip rings must be resurfaced or even replaced, 

requiring disassembly of the equipment and removal of its rotor. In either situation, the periodic 

maintenance required by brush and slip ring rotating contacts produces undesirable temporary 

loss of functionality of the equipment in which they are installed. 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. One method of brush adjustment, in which spring pressure is adjusted by a “ladder back” spring holder (a). At right, some 

equipment allows for “on the fly” brush changeout, however additional complexity and safety is a concern (b).  

Photos Courtesy of www.miningelectrical.org 

In addition to the periodic maintenance required by brush and slip ring sliding connections, their 

physical construction produces certain undesirable traits even during normal operation. 

Occasional bouncing of the spring-loaded brush may occur as it passes over small surface 

imperfections on the slip ring. Unless the quantity of brushes in contact with a particular slip ring 

is sufficiently redundant, this bouncing produces brief breaks in connection. This tends to cause 

arc discharge between the stationary brush and rotating slip ring, creating electromagnetic 

interference for nearby electronics, as well as additional heat generation in the brush-slip ring 
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interface. The arcing phenomenon also results in pitting and damage to the brushes and slip ring 

surfaces, reducing their lifetime. 

Besides the possibility for arcing and electromagnetic interference, the intrinsic material makeup 

of the brushes themselves causes them to have an ohmic resistivity which is typically greater 

than the metallic conductors and wiring in the rest of the system. The resulting resistance in the 

brushes creates a voltage drop across each brush when current is flowing through the rotating 

coupling. If large enough currents are expected to pass through the brush and slip ring 

connection, this voltage drop will introduce a measurable additional degree of inefficiency to the 

overall system.  

Due to the simplicity of implementing brushes and slip rings, applications will exist well into the 

future for which a traditional brush and slip ring connection is most suitable on a cost-driven 

basis. However, in order to satisfy the combined reliability and maintenance-free requirements of 

more demanding installations, a new technology which is more robust over long periods of 

operation must be implemented. 

2. The Electromagnetic Brushless Exciter 

A second method for exciting rotating electrical loads, which has seen wide use in the smaller 

scale portable synchronous generator industry, is the electromagnetic brushless exciter [2]. The 

brushless exciter is, itself, excited by a dc field winding on the stator of the machine. Once 

rotating, an alternating current is generated on the exciter rotor winding, which is rotating within 

the magnetic field created by the exciter dc field winding. In essence, a brushless exciter is a 

small three phase synchronous machine “flipped” inside out for the purpose of exciting a larger 

one. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of a typical wound field synchronous generator employing a brushless exciter. Voltage regulator 

(top left) adjusts exciter dc field in response to generator output voltage feedback. Brushless exciter armature (lower left) 

generates ac which is rectified to dc, on the rotor, supplying the main generator rotor field winding (middle-right). 

In the case of synchronous alternator applications, the alternating current from the brushless 

exciter’s rotor winding is then rectified to dc, using a diode bridge present on the rotor shaft. 

This direct current can then be used by the main field winding of the synchronous alternator. Fig. 

5 shows the schematic for such a system. 

Most small synchronous alternators which use this form of rotor winding excitation require some 

means of modulating the field excitation for the purpose of regulating output voltage to the 

generator’s load. Rotor field excitation is easily controlled in the case of the brushless exciter by 

controlling the exciter’s dc stator field current as shown in the top-left portion of Fig. 5. 

Disadvantages to the brushless exciter method include the fact that it is in fact a generator, driven 

by the rotation of the shaft. Shaft rotation is required in order to induce current in the rotor 

circuit. This excludes this type of rotational power coupling from use in applications where 

power transfer to the rotating load is required in a stall or low-speed condition (i.e. only 
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applicable to generator type applications, not motoring/traction applications.) Secondly, the 

frequency of the alternating current generated on the rotor windings of the brushless exciter is 

limited by shaft speed and the number of exciter poles. Thus, large amounts of laminated 

magnetic steel and copper windings are required for the rotor and stator portions of the brushless 

exciter assembly. In many applications, the brushless exciter component of the overall gen-set 

assembly approaches the actual generator’s rotor and stator in size, weight, and complexity of 

manufacturing. Thus, the cost of the brushless exciter makes up a large percentage of the cost of 

the overall machine. Fig. 6 shows a generator rotor employing a brushless exciter, demonstrating 

the size and complexity comparison between the actual generator rotor (left, rear), and its 

brushless exciter rotor (right, front), whose sole purpose is providing dc current to the generator 

rotor field winding. 

 
Fig. 6. Photo of a 4-pole generator rotor with brushless exciter installed (rotating rectifier not shown in this view). Notice that 

brushless exciter rotor is approximately 1/3 the size of the main generator rotor, and has a more complex winding scheme.  

Photo courtesy of www.globalmarket.com 
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Due to the inductive and resistive nature of the brushless exciter, its R-L time constant is 

naturally somewhat slow, thus a generator excited in this fashion would have appreciably slower 

dynamic response to load steps; unacceptable in applications where fast and precise generator 

output voltage regulation is of great importance. 

Another potential disadvantage of the brushless exciter, from a controllability perspective, is the 

inability to accurately measure the exact rotor current at any given time. The rotor electrical 

circuit is electromagnetically isolated from the stator side, thus it is impossible to insert a 

current-measurement device in series with the rotor winding, without placing it on the rotor 

itself. Though rotor current can roughly be predicted by performing proper characterizations, and 

empirically determining the rotor current as a function of dc exciter field excitation, heat rise 

effects on resistance will still lead to errors in prediction of the exact rotor winding current.  

The inductive brushless exciter method is by far the most commonly used in small portable gen-

sets, as are used for mobile homes, construction sites, or home backup power. The rotational 

speed is typically 1800 or 3600 rpm for 4-pole and 2-pole generators, respectively. The choice of 

pole count is typically driven by the optimal speed of the engine driving the generator. In either 

case, these relatively low rotational speeds open up opportunities for applying one of the 

capacitive power transfer technologies which will be described in this writing.  

3. The Rotating Gapped Electromagnetic Transformer 

While the brushless exciter operates using a direct current field winding input, the gapped 

rotating transformer utilizes high frequency alternating current. The rotating transformer, shown 

in Fig. 7 does not utilize shaft torque to generate the required current on the rotor circuit; rather, it 

solely uses the incoming ac power. This property of the rotating transformer allows it to achieve 
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full rated power transfer even down to zero speed; making it suitable for motoring applications. 

The coupler can transfer rated power (i.e. provide full rotor field excitation of a WFSM) at zero 

speed, a requirement for electric vehicles, as illustrated in [4]. 

One unique application proposed for rotating gapped transformers is for the elimination of slip 

rings and brushes in airborne radar antenna systems [5]. Because of the importance of reliability 

in the aerospace industry, it is desirable to avoid possible maintenance items, such as brush and 

slip ring connections. 

High frequency ac excitation is used for rotating gapped transformer applications, due to the 

resulting reduction in size of the magnetic core material and windings needed. Similar to the 

brushless exciter, windings are required on the rotor and stator side, forming the primary and 

secondary of the rotating transformer. The transformer winding and core material must be 

carefully retained and reinforced on the rotor for high speed operation. 

 
Fig. 7. Cross-section diagram of gapped rotating transformer. Current I through one winding (rotor or stator) induces a 

corresponding current in the other winding, due to the mutual flux shown as dashed lines.  
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B. Linear Motion Review of the State of the Art 

1. Cable Connection 

In the area of linear motion equipment, the most basic means for transferring energy to an 

electrical load in motion is by the use of a direct cable connection. Many linear motion 

applications involve a short distance (from a few centimeters to a few meters) where reasonable 

cable lengths can easily remain connected between the moving apparatus and its stationary 

power supply, throughout its full range of travel.  

Because cabling can be damaged quite easily by abrasion to the cable insulation, or fatigue to the 

inner conductors due to repetitive bending at too tight a radius, protective measures may be 

included to reduce the effects of these damaging factors. Cables are often located in purpose-

designed hinged or flexible cable-ways which limit the minimum bend radius, and prevent the 

cables from coming in contact with sharp surfaces which could abrade the insulation. 

Though the simplicity of a cable connected system certainly dominates any other means of 

supplying power to the moving load, the mechanical considerations of the cable connection limit 

the range of motion of the moving carriage and add additional inertia and drag opposing its 

motion. The connecting cables present an obstruction to accessing the equipment for 

operation/maintenance, and material flow into and off of the equipment (in the case of CNC 

mills, laser cutting machines, etc.)   

In installations where the wiring is intermittently or continuously exposed to oil or other 

lubricants and cleaning solvents, such as in machining equipment (mills, lathes, etc), chemical 

damage to the insulating jacket can occur over time, requiring eventual replacement of the wiring 

harness. 
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In low power applications, flexible ribbon cables and flexible printed circuits may be used to 

transmit power and signals to and from moving components of electromechanical systems. 

Examples include printing equipment (graphical printers and 3D printers) as well as small scale 

CNC milling machines. During normal operation, these flexible printed circuits are exposed to 

repetitive flexural motion, sometimes resulting in difficult-to-predict inner conductor failures; a 

function of the metallurgy of the conducting material, as well as specifics of the installation (e.g. 

the maximum degree to which the conductors are allowed to flex).[6] An example of a flexible 

circuit is shown in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8. Example flexible circuit. Dark metallic traces can be seen embedded within the flexible portion of the connecting circuit. 

Photo courtesy of aa-pcbassembly.com 

2. Brushes with Linear Contact Rails 

For some applications, the linear distance over which an electrically powered apparatus must 

travel exceeds that which would allow convenient direct cable connection. In such cases, a set of 

linear conductive rails can be installed adjacent to the mechanical support rails for the 

equipment. Corresponding carbon or metallic brushes located on the moving portion of the 

equipment rest in contact with the conductive rail, regardless of its linear position along the 

track. These brushes maintain a direct galvanic connection with the stationary power source 
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throughout the range of motion; much in the same way that brushes and slip rings maintain 

contact during the rotation of rotary equipment. In this way, power and control signals can be 

sent to the moving carriage provided the brushes remain in contact. 

Such systems are often installed in manufacturing environments where contamination and dirt, 

sometimes composed of conductive material, become airborne and may eventually create a 

coating on the conductive rails. This contamination, especially if conductive, can cause electrical 

faults between conductors, or at very least lead to poor brush contact. In any case, cleaning and 

maintaining the brush assemblies and contact rails is a necessary added maintenance concern for 

linear motion equipment which depends on linear sliding contacts. 

3. Transformers for Power Transfer along Linear Paths 

A third method for transferring power to translational loads involves a transformer whose 

primary winding is distributed along the full range of motion over which the carriage or vehicle 

is to move. The secondary winding, rectifier, and load are located on the moving element; thus 

maintaining a continuous electromagnetic coupling regardless of position, analogous to the 

rotary gapped electromagnetic transformers discussed previously for rotational machinery. 

The primary winding (arranged along the desired linear path) can take the form of either a planar 

[7] or coaxial [8] coil/loop. High frequency power electronics drive a high frequency current 

through the primary winding, which couples to pickup coils mounted on the moving carriage(s) 

or vehicle(s). Applications include powering multiple submersible vehicles from one coaxial 

transformer loop in seawater [9], powering electric mining vehicles [10], and on-road electric 

vehicle charging [7] in order to energize the moving equipment without exposed live conductors, 

brush wear, or arcing. In [11] multiple battery charging stations are located along a rail track, 
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between which onboard batteries fill the electrical needs of the cart. In any case, kilowatt scale 

power transfer can be achieved using one or more pickup coils arranged along a single primary 

conductor carrying a high amplitude current at a high frequency (~10
2
-10

4
 Hz depending on 

application). 

Linear motion inductive power transfer methods such as those named previously (among many 

other possibilities) certainly eliminate the need for brushes, and eliminate the hazards associated 

with exposed conductors, such as the “third rail” type sliding contact power method for rail 

vehicles, or linear contact rails with brushes for smaller applications. Still, these inductive 

systems do add complexity to the overall system. Additional infrastructure (the primary winding 

cable or coil and moving pickup coil assembly) is required for any such system. The primary 

winding/cable and the receiving coil assembly combination is not capable of mechanically 

supporting the load or carriage, so these components exist solely for the purpose of electrical 

power transfer. In these installations, simplification and parts reduction for the overall system is 

not necessarily achieved, because separate mechanical load bearings are still required to carry the 

weight of the vehicle and maintain its intended course. 

The proposed capacitive power transfer technology in this paper will accomplish this additional 

level of cost reduction and equipment simplification as compared to the inductive methods 

described above. By dual purposing the mechanical bearings as energy transfer elements, no 

additional infrastructure (save for the supporting electronics) is required for transferring power 

between the stationary or moving parts of the equipment. 
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Chapter 2: Physical Principles of Capacitive Power Coupling 

Capacitive Power Transfer, A Review 

Increased power converter switching frequency capability, due to the advancement in 

semiconductor technology over the past couple decades, has allowed capacitive power transfer 

(CPT) to emerge as an alternative to more widely used galvanic contact and inductive power 

transfer methods described in the previous section. 

The earliest successful demonstration of contactless energy transfer using electric fields was 

performed by Nikola Tesla in 1891 [12], as shown in Fig. 9. In the image, Tesla can be seen 

holding a pair of gas discharge tube lamps in the electric field between the parallel plates of a 

large capacitor connected to a high voltage alternating current supply. 

 
Fig. 9. Illustration of Nikola Tesla’s first public demonstration of electrostatic (capacitive) wireless power transfer, 1891. 
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During that period of time, the frequency limitations of available power sources required that 

high voltage of an impractical magnitude be used in order to transfer useful energy levels. Thus, 

for many years, the use of capacitive power transfer was placed “on hold”, as available 

technology made inductive power transfer methods (also pioneered by Tesla) more achievable. 

The fundamental approach to capacitive contactless power transfer is shown in Fig. 10. A power 

source, Vin, is converted to alternating current by the primary electronics, at a frequency where 

the available coupling capacitance exhibits a sufficiently low impedance, or whose reactance can 

be cancelled by a resonant inductance. The alternating current couples via the electric field, E, 

within the capacitors’ dielectric to the secondary side, where it is conditioned properly for the 

electrical load, shown as Vout, by the secondary electronics. In many cases, this simply involves 

rectifying to direct current. 

 
Fig. 10. Basic approach to capacitive power transfer. 

Because most practical capacitive interfaces used for capacitive power coupling have relatively 

low capacitance values (pF-nF scale), most early experimentation in the CPT arena was at low 

power levels, because of the operating frequency limitations of older semiconductor switches 

(especially prior to the advent of wide band gap semiconductors). In 1997, as described in [13], 

very low (signal) power levels were transferred to a wireless computer mouse/pointing device, in 

order to detect the status of the mouse buttons, regardless of the device’s position on the 
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specially designed mouse pad’s electrodes. By 2008, a 7.2V 7500mAh robotics battery pack was 

charged in a number of minutes via ~13nF coupling capacitance at 200+kHz in [14]. Rotary 

capacitive coupling using air and ceramic dielectric capacitors is investigated in [15], where 

approximately 12 watts was transferred to an electrical load rotating at 36 rpm, with 

approximately 43% efficiency. For USB power level applications, 3.2W was demonstrated 

through 156pF coupling capacitance at 84% efficiency in [16]. 

The structures of many CPT experiments attempted prior to this research suffer from a large air 

gap, and thus low coupling capacitance.  This is largely due to the difficulty of placing capacitor 

electrodes with large surface areas in close proximity without contact, and inability to 

continually maintain the best fit between the capacitor electrodes as they move relative to one 

another. In more recent experiments, including the work to be described in this paper, more 

effort than before has been focused on optimizing the mechanical design of the CPT coupling in 

order to minimize or eliminate air gap without impeding relative motion, thus obtaining higher 

coupling capacitance. This reduces the required operating frequency and voltage, per formulae 

which will be derived in a later section. In [17] and [18] alternate rotor and stator capacitor 

electrode disks were stacked axially, much like a radio tuning condenser, in order to achieve 

better utilization of the electrode material and coupler volume (both sides of each electrode are 

electrostatically active). This yielded 800pF coupling and 10’s of watts of power transferred at 

90% efficiency. Using thin flexible disks in near-contact, and aerodynamic fluid bearing design 

techniques, the parallel plate structure was further optimized in [19]. This used the formation of 

an air cushion to drastically reduce air gap and increase coupling capacitance over the previous 

rigid-plate design, allowing 100W to be transferred to a rotating load through 7.5nF coupling 

capacitance. In [20], conformal foam rubber materials coated with conducting foil were used to 
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improve coupling capacitance of an electric vehicle charging CPT system, by contouring the 

receiving electrodes around the transmitting electrodes (thus reducing the overall air gap). This 

system was able to couple 1kW through 10nF capacitance with 88% efficiency. 

The design which will be described in this paper builds on the basic CPT principles which all of 

the previously listed experiments are based on (i.e. passing high frequency alternating current 

through a coupling capacitance which joins a moving load with its stationary power source.) By 

exploiting the naturally small gap granted by the geometry of existing plain journal bearing 

types, and careful selection of coatings and lubricating fluids, much larger capacitance values are 

obtained for a given overall coupler volume, as demonstrated in [21] and [22]. By using the 

power transfer mechanism for mechanical support, utilization of the hardware is effectively 

doubled.  

Introduction to use of Bearings as Capacitors for CPT 

The proposed power coupler utilizes the existing geometry and material makeup of commercially 

available bearings to realize a capacitor through which high frequency ac current can pass. This 

ac current is then rectified to provide dc power to rotating or sliding equipment. The same basic 

structure is used to accommodate power transfer in both rotary and linear motion applications. 

Bearings of this nature, which possess concentric smooth cylindrical surfaces separated by a 

lubricating fluids or coatings, are referred to as “plain” bearings. Examples for both rotational (a) 

and linear (b) motion are shown in Fig. 11. In rotating equipment, plain bearings are typically 

referred to as journal bearings, or in some contexts, bushings. When lubricated with a liquid such 

as oil, they may be referred to as hydrodynamic journal bearings, because of the fluid dynamic 

principles by which friction is mitigated[23]. For very high speeds, the fluid may be air, in which 

case they are referred to as aerodynamic or foil air/gas bearings[24]. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. Examples of a rotational journal bearing (a) and linear plain bearings (b). Journal bearing image courtesy of 

www.daviddarling.info 

Hydrodynamic Journal Bearing Operation 

In rotating hydrodynamic journal bearings, a lubricating fluid with a given viscosity is dragged 

by the rotation of the shaft into the gap between the shaft and bearing surfaces. At sufficient 

speed, this rotation-induced levitation produces a relatively constant thickness film of oil 

between inner and outer conducting surfaces.[23] 

 Fig. 12 illustrates hydrodynamic “lift-off” and self-centering action as speed of the inner 

rotating shaft increases relative to the outer bearing race, which in the case of this research is 

stationary. The bearing gap (white) is assumed to be filled with a lubricating fluid such as air or 

oil. In this illustration, the outer race is shown to be bare metal, while the inner race has a coating 

of thickness dc. Other forms of journal bearings may use different combinations of coatings 

located on the shaft, bearing, or both. The measure of distance between the center of the rotating 

shaft and the center of the outer race is shown as eccentricity, E. It can be seen that at zero speed, 

the inner shaft rests on the outer race, due either to gravity or some side loading pressure. In this 

state, the two metallic surfaces are separated only by the coating.  
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Fluid velocity is zero with respect to any solid surface, at the interface between the surface and 

the fluid. Thus, when the shaft is rotating inside the bearing, a velocity gradient is generated, 

beginning at the surface of the rotating shaft and ending at the surface of the stationary bearing 

race. It is this gradient of velocity that generates sheer within the fluid. The sheer develops 

hydrodynamic pressure in the lubricating fluid between the shaft and bearing race, causing a 

pressurized fluid cushion to form surrounding the shaft, and forcing its separation from the outer 

bearing race [25]. This can be seen in the right hand portion of Fig. 12.Though some eccentricity 

will always exist due to mechanical side loading of the shaft, the eccentricity will approach zero 

asymptotically as speed increases to higher values. 

 
Fig. 12. Illustration of hydrodynamic shaft liftoff within a hydrodynamic journal bearing as rotational speed is increased. 

 

Linear Plain Bearing Operation 

Plain linear bearings, of the type used in this research, contain no liquid lubricating oil. Instead, 

the inner surface of the bearings is covered with a solid lubricating coating. The shafting is 

generally made with a very hard surface, so that repetitive motion of the bearing along the shaft 
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does not wear away at the shaft surface. The coating inside the bearing is chemically designed to 

allow many cycles of motion, provided that external abrasion or overloading do not damage the 

bearing or shaft surfaces, by applying localized forces exceeding the design limits of the 

bearing [26]. 

Plain Bearings as Capacitors 

As stated previously, in the case of linear motion, a lubricating coating located either on the 

bearing, the shafting, or a combination thereof, provides mechanical lubrication between the 

stationary shaft and the moving bearing. One useful consequence of this coating stems from the 

dielectric or electrical insulating properties that most of these lubricating coatings naturally have. 

These coated bearing systems have been shown to provide excellent mechanical longevity while 

possessing the ability to support large mechanical loads.[26] 

Both rotary and linear cases possess the same structure from an electrical perspective. The inner 

metallic shafting is separated from the outer metallic bearing by some combination of electrically 

insulating materials. A variety of combinations of bearing and shafting materials are possible, as 

shown in Fig. 13. 

 
Fig. 13. Different bearing and shafting combinations which can realize an electrical capacitor. Coated bearing riding on bare 

shafting (a); Both bearing and shafting coated (b); Bare bearing riding on coated shafting (c). Air gap forms an additional 

dielectric in the capacitor (shown here as white gap of exaggerated proportion for visibility.) 
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Capacitor Theory Applied to Journal Bearings 

From basic electrostatics theory [27], two conductors separated by a dielectric form a capacitor. 

The most basic capacitor to analyze is the parallel plate capacitor shown in Fig. 14. Two 

rectangular metallic plates, assumed to be perfect electrical conductors, each have area A. 

Separating these parallel plates is a slab of dielectric material, assumed to have zero 

conductivity  and zero magnetic permeability , but some dielectric permittivity, ε.  

 
Fig. 14. Basic parallel plate capacitor, of area A, gap d, and with dielectric permittivity ε. Capacitor terminals, across which 

capacitor voltage Vc appears, are shown at right, connected to the upper and lower conductor plates. 

 

Capacitance depends on the overall area of the capacitor electrodes, the dielectric thickness, and 

the dielectric constant of any lubricating fluid and coatings present. Based on these variables, and 

knowing the physical dimensions and dielectric permittivity of the capacitor, its capacitance C 

can be predicted according to the following equation: 
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(1) 

 

where A is the bearing surface area,   is the permittivity of the bearing dielectric, and d is the gap 

thickness [27]. In realistic plain bearings, the gap thickness, d, is miniscule compared to the 

overall bearing radius. Thus, as seen in Fig. 15 the area of the cylindrical interface between inner 

and outer components of the bearing can be estimated as: 

                                  
 

(2) 

 

The overlap between inner and outer cylindrical conductors of a plain bearing, separated by the 

oil film, air, and/or any coatings, can be approximated as a rectangular area. When this 

approximation is made, conventional “parallel plate” capacitor analysis techniques can be used 

to predict the electrical capacitance between the stationary and moving components of the 

bearing. 

 
Fig. 15. The cylindrical bearing gap, comprised of dielectric material is shown at left. The bearing gap is “unfolded” into a 

rectangular approximation, in order to calculate bearing capacitance using conventional parallel plate capacitor techniques. In this 

way, complexities associated with cylindrical geometry and edge effects are neglected for simplicity. 
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The dielectric constant, given as   is a function of the specific lubricating material used in the 

bearing. For ease of comparison, the relative permittivity    
 

  
 is more commonly used, as it 

typically possesses an integerscale value which facilitates a quick comparison among various 

dielectric materials. The number                is the permittivity of free space. 

From the definition for C given above, it is clear that capacitance of the bearing scales linearly 

with dielectric constant, or permittivity. As will be discussed later, the current throughput 

capability of a given capacitive coupler scales with its capacitance value. Thus it is desirable to 

choose dielectric coatings and fluids (where applicable) which possess high permittivity values. 

Typical materials used in experimental prototypes exhibit relative permittivity values of 2-3 

(2-3x that of air). Because the fluids and coatings must act both as a dielectric and as a lubricant, 

materials must be chosen which have acceptable relative permittivity value as well as sufficient 

lubricity, in order to ensure mechanical longevity of the bearing, as well as its effectiveness as a 

capacitor in a power coupling circuit. 

Amps/Hertz Rating of a Coupling Capacitor 

Given a bearing system, with known mechanical and dielectric properties, capacitance value can 

be approximated using methods discussed in the previous section. Breakdown voltage of the 

coating between inner and outer electrodes may be determined experimentally, or approximated 

using known properties of the coatings involved. Current through a capacitor is given by the 

equation: 

 
   

 

  
    

 

(3) 
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Here, 
 

  
   represents the rate of change of voltage across the capacitor, governed by the 

frequency of the ac current applied. Thus, if maximum voltage is known, and a peak operating 

voltage is chosen for sinusoidal excitation, the only factor limiting throughput current is the 

frequency. In fact, a direct proportionality can be derived, which is more easily interpreted in the 

following form. 

             
 

(4) 

 

Here, f is the operating frequency, VC is the peak voltage, and C is of course the capacitance 

(assumed to here to be constant with frequency.) 

Solving this equation for I/f, the amps/hertz metric for a given capacitance and given max 

voltage can be given as: 

     

 
        

 

(5) 

 

Amps/hertz has units of Coulombs, indicative that any given capacitor has a charge limit that 

current and frequency combination must abide by. Interesting to note here is the fact that a given 

capacitor, formed by a rotating or sliding bearing, will not, itself, impose a limit on potential 

power throughput. Rather, much like a fuse, a capacitive bearing simply has a throughput current 

limit before electrical breakdown occurs, based on its structure and materials.  

Throughput power is practically limited only by the amplitude of the line to line ac voltage 

which the high frequency supply and compensation network can provide, as well as the supply’s 

maximum operating frequency. The maximum voltage the supply can provide across the 
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stationary sides of the two bearing capacitances governs the maximum voltage VC in (5), and 

shown in Fig. 10. 

Capacitance vs. Speed for Hydrodynamic Rotational Bearings 

To minimize complexity of controls, it would be desirable if coupling capacitance present in a 

bearing were relatively constant throughout the operating range of the equipment. In the case of 

linear bearings, this will be shown to be quite achievable. However, due to the operating 

principles of a hydrodynamic journal bearing, rotational capacitive power couplers do have some 

variation of capacitance value as a function of their rotational speed. 

As discussed previously, a hydrodynamic journal bearing at rest is in contact with the shaft. 

When this is the case, the gap between metal surfaces of the shaft and bearing is very small 

around one side of the bearing; limited only by the thickness of the bearing coating. This small 

gap leads to a maximum capacitance value for the bearing. As the bearing begins to rotate, 

however, fluid is dragged into the region that was previously in contact. This increases the 

effective dielectric gap, slightly reducing the effective capacitance. As speed increases, 

hydrodynamic pressure around the shaft increases causing the shaft to gradually self center 

within the bearing. Minimum capacitance is achieved when speed becomes high enough that 

eccentricity of the bearing and shaft is nearest zero. Though eccentricity never theoretically 

equals zero, it approaches zero asymptotically as rotational speed is increased. Because 

capacitance has an inverse proportionality to eccentricity, capacitance decreases asymptotically 

towards a “perfectly centered” value as speed increases.  
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In conclusion, each capacitive journal bearing will have a well defined, asymptotically 

decreasing capacitance vs. speed curve, which can be predicted analytically and measured 

experimentally. 

Mechanical Loading Capability of Hydrodynamic Journal Bearings 

For certain applications, a hydrodynamic journal bearing being used as a capacitive coupler may 

also act as a mechanical bearing in the system. For instance, it may act as one of the main rotor 

bearings in a wound field machine. The load bearing capability W, in newtons, of a journal 

bearing may be predicted according to the (6), given the dimensions, parameters, and operating 

conditions of the bearing [21]. 

 
  

         
 

   
  

               
 

(6) 

where μ is fluid viscosity, n is shaft speed in rotations per second, Lt is total length of the 

bearing, r is journal radius, dg is gap thickness, and   is the eccentricity. 

Viscous Drag Loss 

Though a continuous film of fluid separating the shaft from its bearing does a considerable job at 

keeping coefficient of friction to a low level [28], the continuous sheer on the fluid causes 

viscous drag loss, generating heat in the bearing. According to [29], using the Petroff equation, 

viscous drag power loss in watts can be given as: 

 
   

         
 

  
  

(7) 

 

This is only an estimation assuming no mechanical side loading (zero eccentricity); however for 

all experiments carried out in this work, that assumption is reasonable. Key characteristics to 
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note here are the proportionalities to bearing design parameters and operating conditions. 

According to the equation, drag loss power is proportional to the bearing gap radius cubed, and 

to the square of the speed. This suggests that in order to achieve a certain capacitance, the 

designer should favor bearing length over radius (i.e. make bearing radius as small as possible). 

Also, the n
2
 proportionality indicates that journal bearings are better used at lower speeds, to 

avoid excessive heat generation. 

Derivation of Viscous Power Loss per unit Capacitance of a Bearing 

The capacitance formula given in (1) can be rewritten using journal bearing dimensions as 

follows. 

 
  

      

  
 

(8) 

Dividing (7) by (8) yields an interesting electromechanical relationship. This expression for 

viscous drag loss as a function of bearing capacitance, given in (9), stresses the importance of 

minimizing bearing radius, due to its greater impact on viscous losses as compared to length. 

   
 

 
        

 
 

(9) 

It also reaffirms the importance of low viscosity of the lubricating fluid, if high speeds n are to 

be attained. It is interesting to note that bearing length Lc and bearing gap dg do not affect power 

loss per unit capacitance, despite the fact that they do scale the total capacitance and total power 

loss. 

Displacement Current vs. Conduction Current – Effect on Bearing Life 

The engineer who is familiar with electric machine design may ask themselves, “How does 

passing several amperes of current through a bearing affect its longevity?” After all, one of the 
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major killers of bearings in electric machines, especially in the modern age of inverter driven 

machines, is the detrimental effect electric current has on bearing balls and races, via arcing and 

pitting. 

The current being passed through bearings during the process of capacitive power transfer can be 

shown to have no noticeable damaging effect to the bearings. In order to understand why this is 

so, it is necessary to look at the fundamental differences between displacement current (or 

capacitive current) and conduction current typically known to destroy bearings. According to 

Maxwell’s equations in differential form, as are commonly used for analyzing boundary 

problems [30] (such as the interfaces between the conductor and dielectric in a journal bearing): 

 
             

 

  
   

(10) 

 

This is to say that total current density Jtotal is comprised of the “actual” current, impressed and 

conduction current, along with the last term, given as 
 

  
      

This last term, Jd or displacement current density, is the term of interest for capacitive coupling, 

whereas the conduction current J term is responsible for damage seen in ball bearings. The 

determination of which type of current is present stems from the mechanical construction of the 

two types of bearings.  

Ball bearings have a very low breakdown voltage between stationary and rotating elements, set 

by the thickness and chemical properties of a very thin film of lubricant that exists between the 

metallic surfaces. Thus, a small potential voltage developed between the elements (due to 

transformer-type coupling between stator and rotor, or a number of other phenomena) can 

overwhelm the dielectric strength of the film, causing a conduction of charge carriers directly 
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from one element to the other within the bearing [31]. This conduction, correlating with the J 

term in Maxwell’s equation, is accompanied by a small arc whenever mechanical motion of the 

bearing causes a conduction path to make or break. These repeated arcing events locally heat and 

melt the metal surfaces, causing surface irregularities which accelerate wear and shorten the life 

of the bearings. 

In the case of insulated journal bearings, as described in this paper, the stationary and rotating 

elements of the bearing are separated by a strong dielectric. It would take extreme potential 

levels to cause conduction current to occur through this dielectric, making the J term in 

Maxwell’s equation negligible under normal operating conditions. This leaves only the Jd term, 

which as seen before, is the time derivative of the electric flux density through the interface.  

In summary, the displacement current Jd is the only type of current passing through the bearing. 

It is proportional to electrical frequency represented in (10) by the time derivative     , as well 

as the displacement field intensity D which is linked to capacitor voltage VC as seen in (11) via 

the constitutive relationship between displacement field intensity and electric field intensity. 

 
      

  
  

 
(11) 

No actual conduction current (transfer of charge carriers between rotating and stationary bearing 

element) occurs; thus no arcing, pitting, or damage to the dielectric or metallic surfaces will 

result from the bearing’s use as a capacitive coupling element. 
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Summary of Physical Principles Investigation 

A number of key design and analysis formulae for plain journal bearing capacitive power 

couplers have been derived and discussed. Some key take aways: 

 Plain journal bearings naturally have tiny gaps for high capacitance. 

 Insulated bearings can stand off high peak voltages. 

 These bearings are commercially available “off-the-shelf” 

 Load bearing capability of plain bearings allows them to dual purpose as a mechanical 

support element. 

 The key electric capability metric for journal bearing capacitors is Amps/Hz which has 

units of charge. 
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Chapter 3: Prototypes and Experimental Results 

Rotational Bearing Capacitive Power Transfer 

Test Platform 

A repurposed wound field generator rotor and stator were available as a test platform for 

rotational capacitive power transfer experiments; thus using capacitive power transfer through 

journal bearings to excite the rotor field winding.  The test machine’s parameters are given in 

Table 1. Originally the gen-set used a conventional inductive brushless exciter and rotating 

rectifier, as described in the “Review of the State of the Art” section. 

TABLE 1. WOUND FIELD GENERATOR PARAMETERS 

Manufacturer: Kurz & Root Co. – Appleton, Wisc. 

Rated Power: 10 KVA 

Voltage: 208VL-L 60cyc. 3ph. 

Pole Count: 2 

Rated Speed 3600 

Rotor Field Winding Resistance: 31Ω 

Rated Field Current: 2.4A 

Rated Field Power: 180W 

Original Brushless Exciter Volume: 130 in
3
 

Original Brushless Exciter Weight: 15 lbs. 

 

The brushless exciter assembly had been removed, providing room along the length of the rotor 

shaft for installation of capacitive power coupler prototypes.  

The generator rotor and stator were installed in a versatile open test frame, which allowed 

observation of the capacitive power coupler, even during operation. The test frame, with 

capacitive power coupler installed, is shown in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. Open frame generator test fixture, with stator, rotor, and initial capacitive power coupler installed. Induction motor prime 

mover can be seen at right. 

 

A. First Hydrodynamic Journal Bearing Prototype  

Bearing Dimension Selection 

As an initial benchmark, and based on newly available wide band gap (WBG) semiconductor 

technology, it was desired to attempt kilowatt-level power transfer through a journal bearing 

style capacitive power coupler. The intended application for this coupler was for excitation of the 

wound field synchronous generator described previously. The available generator had a field 

winding dc resistance of approximately 30 ohms as shown in Table 1. This resistance was chosen 

as a standard resistive load value for this and future rotary coupler designs. Though the field 

winding itself was rated for 180 watts, provisions would be made for testing the couplers at 

power levels exceeding this, by connecting external resistances. 

In order to achieve 1 kW power transfer to a 30 ohm resistive load, about 5.7 amperes must be 

supplied via the coupler. As will be discussed later, anodized aluminum was to be the only 
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dielectric coating in the initial bearing prototypes. Anodized samples were measured to have a 

dielectric breakdown voltage of approximately 1700 volts. Based on the frequency range of the 

high frequency ac source which would be used, it was desired to stay in the ~1MHz frequency 

range. Solving (4) for C yields the following equation, which was used to calculate the minimum 

capacitance value that would allow the desired current. 

 
     

    

         
 

(12) 

 

In (12) Vmax is of course limited by the dielectric breakdown voltage of the bearings. The current 

Imax is the peak current during an ac cycle. The relation between peak current and rectified dc 

current is given by (13). 

        
 

 
     

(13) 

Thus for the desired 5.7A dc for 1kW load power, Ipeak=9A would be the peak value of the ac 

current through the capacitors. Using the breakdown voltage, a minimum capacitance, with no 

safety factor, was calculated using (12), of Cmin=0.84nF. For the initial prototype especially, it 

was desired to have a significant margin of safety in the design of the capacitive coupler 

bearings. In other words, the bearings were designed to have a capacitance value large enough 

that peak capacitor voltage would not approach dielectric breakdown. Equation (14) is a 

modification of (8) accounting for multiple dielectrics (in this case anodizing and some fluid). 

 
  

       
  
  

 
  

  

 
(14) 

Here, variables are the same as in (8) except that the dielectric is divided into a coating, with 

thickness dc and permittivity c and a fluid with thickness dg and permittivity g.  
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The selected dimensions, as well as properties of the anticipated lubricating oil are shown in 

Table 2. As can be seen from the table, a safety factor of over 7:1 was incorporated into the 

design of the dimensions, calculated by dividing capacitance predicted by (14) by minimum 

capacitance required from (12). Even once prototypes were constructed, safety factor based on 

measured capacitance still exceeded 5:1, ensuring peak voltages near the breakdown voltage of 

the coating would not be necessary to achieve desired currents. This agrees with the amps/Hz 

safety factor of (48.5 coulomb / 9 coulomb ~ 5:1) 

TABLE 2. PARAMETERS OF INITIAL CAPACITIVE POWER COUPLER PROTOTYPE. 

Parameter Value 

Bearing Oil Gap Diameter 3.250” 

Bearing Oil Gap Width 1.500” 

Bearing Oil Gap Thickness 0.0015” 

FR3 Oil Relative Permittivity 3.2 [32] 

Anodized Al Relative Permittivity 5.0-6.0 [33] 

Breakdown Voltage 1700 V 

Predicted Capacitance from (14) 6 nF 

Measured Capacitance 4.54 nF 

Max Amps/MHz Capability (5) 48.5 A/MHz peak 

 

Bearing Material Selection 

Based on historically conventional journal bearing technology, oil impregnated bronze was 

selected as the outer bearing material. In order to achieve ease of machining to the proper 

dimensions, aluminum was selected as the rotor electrode material (or inner shaft of the journal 

bearing assembly.) The aluminum was anodized in order to achieve the desired final mechanical 

fit, as well as provide a smooth hardened surface to reduce friction and improve mechanical 

longevity of the bearing. The aluminum anodizing also provided an electrically insulating 

coating to allow the bearings to act as capacitors even at zero speed (no oil cushion separating 

inner and outer races along one side.) A number of oils were considered for their dielectric and 
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lubricating properties. Lubricants initially considered included conventional engine oil, Cargill 

FR-3 transformer oil, and various lightweight machine tool bearing and spindle oils. As 

mentioned in Table 2, Cargill FR-3 transformer oil was selected, since it was known to have 

acceptable dielectric properties (designed for high voltage transformer immersion cooling) [32]. 

Construction and Installation 

The initial prototype was constructed, using components fabricated by the author. Anodizing of 

the aluminum rotor rings was performed locally by a third party company. Photos of the stator 

(left) and rotor (right) portions of the first prototype capacitive power coupler can be seen in the 

images of Fig. 17. 

  
Fig. 17. Stator (left) and rotor (right) of the first journal bearing capacitive power coupler prototype. Red rubber enclosure 

mechanically holds stator rings stationary, while also providing a means for retaining lubricating oil. 

Anodized aluminum rotor rings (black in photo) were mounted on an electrically insulating hub 

(white) constructed of Delrin plastic. Delrin was selected for its oil resistance, dimensional 

stability (rigidity), ease of machining, and electrical insulating properties. The hub provided 

electrical isolation of the rotor bearing rings (which would be capacitively excited via bearing 
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capacitance with high frequency ac) from the generator rotor shaft. Brass rings screwed to the 

ends of the anodized rotor rings make electrical connection between the capacitor electrodes 

(rotor rings) and would eventually make connection to a rotating rectifier printed circuit board 

(not shown).  

The brass stator rings were mounted in a flexible rubber coupling, allowing some movement 

radially (so that individual hydrodynamic bearings could levitate and float independently. The 

rubber coupler also formed a housing to retain lubricating oil, added via the tubular fitting shown 

on top in the photo. By retaining a bath of oil adjacent to the inner edges of both bearing pairs, 

both bearings received adequate lubrication throughout operation.  

After oil passed through the bearing, it left the bearing gap into a collection pan, located below 

the coupler assembly. Oil was not re-used, as there was no means in place to filter and re-

circulate it. However in an eventual application, it was assumed that the lubricating oil would 

circulate in a continuous loop with filtration, as is the case for the lubricating oil of an internal 

combustion engine. 

The assembled capacitive coupler, with rotor shaft sections inserted into the stationary bronze 

bearings, is shown in Fig. 18. 
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Fig. 18. Assembled capacitive power coupler, prototype #1. 

Testing of this prototype was performed with both rotor capacitor rings short circuited directly 

together, effectively placing the two bearings’ capacitances in series, as seen from the stator side. 

Connecting lead wires to the pair of stationary bronze rings connected the external circuitry to 

the series combination of capacitors formed by the pair of bearings. This connection allowed 

complete analysis of the capacitive coupler, while preventing the possibility of damaging the 

rotor windings, should some fault occur, by keeping them safely disconnected from the yet-

untested circuit.  

Testing and Experimental Results 

As mentioned previously, it was expected that capacitance of the bearings would decrease 

asymptotically with increasing speed, due to the hydrodynamic self-centering of the shaft 

segments within the bearing races. Thus the first experiment carried out on the newly assembled 

capacitive power coupler was a capacitance vs. speed analysis. In order to cancel out effects of 
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temperature change after prolonged operation, temperature was continuously monitored with a 

thermal imaging camera. The induction motor prime mover mounted in the wound field machine 

test stand was used to bring the generator rotor and capacitive power coupler up to a specified 

speed. Capacitance was recorded using an LCR meter, and then the rotor was stopped to allow 

temperature to return to the baseline before the next speed point was to be tested. 

Results of the capacitance vs. speed testing were plotted, and are shown in Fig. 19. 

 
Fig. 19. Capacitance vs. speed plot for the first capacitive power coupler prototype. Note asymptotically decreasing capacitance, 

settling to approximately 4.3nF. 

 

As expected, when the shaft is resting against the bearing at zero speed, capacitance is 

maximized at about 5nF. As speed approaches 1800rpm (a typical 4-pole generator synchronous 

speed), capacitance has fully stabilized at approximately 4.2 nF. The actual capacitance values 

measured were half of the values plotted in this figure, because the series combination of both 

capacitors was connected to the LCR meter. Because dimensions and dielectric properties of the 

two capacitors were equal, by design, it was assumed that both bearings had equal capacitance. 
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Thus the measured series capacitance was simply multiplied by two to obtain the individual 

bearing capacitance value at each speed considered. 

Thermal Concerns 

Using the thermal imaging camera, temperature was continuously monitored throughout 

experiments. An example image captured by the camera is shown in Fig. 20. 

 
Fig. 20. Thermal image recorded during testing of the initial CPC prototype. 

 

Temperature was carefully maintained within a range of values for the capacitance vs. speed 

measurements, in order to ensure a consistent gap. Still, it was noticed that this particular bearing 

construction was not able to operate for any length of time without warming up quite drastically. 

It seemed as though the temperature rise had an accelerating nature, a sort of “thermal runaway” 

condition. 

Because the bearing clearance gap, when cold, was within recommended limits for journal 

bearings, given the size of bearing being used, it was decided to look more closely into the 
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material properties of the metals being used in this prototype. A representative list of thermal 

expansion coefficients for common metals is shown in Table 3. 

A key take away from this table, for the purposes of this prototype, was the fact that aluminum 

has a significantly higher coefficient of thermal expansion than bronze. Thus, as viscous drag 

loss in the bearing caused temperature rise, the inner aluminum rotating rings would expand 

more rapidly than the stationary outer bronze rings. This caused a “brake” action which rapidly 

led to a thermal runaway condition. During one experimental test, the bearings actually heated to 

the point that they temporarily seized when the machine was brought back to zero speed. After 

some time cooling, the bearings freed back up, proving that the seizure was due to thermal 

expansion, not some chemical adhering effects of the oil or coating. 

It was decided that this combination of metals in their current positions would not be suitable for 

future prototypes, leading to the next design iteration. 
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TABLE 3. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS OF EXPANSION FOR COMMON METALS  

Source: www.azahner.com 
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B. Second Prototype – All Aluminum Construction 

In light of the thermal issues encountered using an outer race which had a smaller thermal 

expansion coefficient than the inner shafting material, a second prototype was designed, with 

hopes of better regulating bearing temperature. Dimensions were selected using the same design 

procedure described in detail for the first prototype in the previous section. The selected 

dimensions, as well as data about the two different coatings to be tested in this prototype are 

given in Table 4.  

TABLE 4. DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR SECOND COUPLER PROTOTYPE 

Parameter Value 

Bearing Oil Gap Diameter 3.4375” 

Bearing Oil Gap Width 1.250” 

Bearing Oil Gap Thickness 0.0015 

FR3 Oil Relative Permittivity 3.2 [32] 

Anodizing Thickness 0.002” 

Anodizing Relative Permittivity 5.0-6.0 [33] 

Anodizing Breakdown Voltage 1700 V 

Predicted Capacitance, Anodized (14) 3.65 nF 

Max A/MHz, Anodized 39 A/MHz peak 

Measured Capacitance, Anodized (mechanical coating failure prevented test) 

Parylene Thickness 0.001” 

Parylene Relative Permittivity 2.7-3.0 

Parylene Breakdown Voltage 5500 V 

Predicted Capacitance, Parylene (14) 3.70 nF 

Max Amps/MHz, Parylene (5) 128 A/MHz peak 

Measured Capacitance, Parylene 3.66 nF 

Operating A/MHz at Power Level {8.56 at 600w ; 6.17 at 300w} A/MHz peak 

Operating Safety Factor at Power Level ~15:1 at 600w ; ~21:1 at 300W 

 

Like the last prototype, the entirety of the bearing assembly, consisting of the rotor ring and 

stator ring, was to be enclosed in a fluid tight rubber coupler. This ensured adequate lubrication 

for the journals, as poor lubrication of journal bearings leads to failure much quicker than is the 

case with roller element type bearings [25]. 
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Because the entire assembly would be enclosed in a rubber housing, which would theoretically 

provide some thermal insulation as well, it was assumed that the temperature of the rotor and 

stator portions of both bearings would stay approximately equal during operation. Since heat is 

developed in the lubricating oil between the two races, each race should take on approximately 

the same amount of thermal energy. Therefore, for the second prototype, it was decided to make 

both rotor and stator rings out of aluminum in order to match the thermal coefficients of 

expansion. By matching the expansion coefficients, the hope was to maintain an approximately 

constant bearing clearance gap, regardless of bearing temperature, throughout its range of 

operating speeds.  

Electrical insulation was still required in order for the bearing to continue to act as a capacitor at 

zero speed. Various insulation types were considered for use in the second prototype, and two 

were selected: aluminum anodizing and Parylene, a conformal coating applied by a vacuum 

vapor deposition process. Anodizing was selected because of the ease of applying the coating 

and good mechanical properties due to its hardness. Parylene was selected because it is known to 

be pinhole free, and have good dielectric properties. It is commonly used as a conformal coating 

for electronic components which are exposed to moisture or other chemicals which would 

otherwise damage the components [34]. Though it was known to have good abrasion resistance, 

it was yet unknown how it would perform in a rotating bearing. 

Several sets of rotor rings were fabricated. Some received an anodizing coating, while some 

received Parylene coating. Stator rings were fabricated of aluminum with no coating. Fig. 21 

shows the capacitive power coupler rotor, with both types of coated rings mounted. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 21. Capacitive power coupler rotor of prototype #2. Outfitted with anodized aluminum rings (a) and with Parylene coated 

aluminum rings (b). 

A full bridge rectifier board was constructed for use with this coupler, and was mounted on the 

same Delrin hub as the rotor bearing rings. This printed circuit board can be seen in better detail 

in Fig. 22. The rectifier board contains all necessary components to convert high frequency ac 

from the capacitive bearings to dc suitable for the generator’s rotor field winding. Heat sinks 

were added to the rear of the board to help dissipate any heat generated by the diodes during high 

frequency operation (the intended frequency for this system was approximately 800kHz). 

 
Fig. 22. Rotating rectifier designed for second capacitive power coupler prototype. The board contains silicon carbide diodes 

(black), surface mount capacitors for smoothing the rectified voltage, and copper heat sinks (rear) for dissipating diode loss. 
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A photo of the assembled rotor installed on the generator rotor, as well as the capacitive power 

coupler stator, is shown in Fig. 23. In this photo, the bearing rotor is outfitted with Parylene 

coated electrode rings. Similar to the first prototype, a rubber coupler is used to mechanically 

hold the stator rings, as well as provide a continuous oil source for the bearings. Wires are shown 

connecting the rectifier board’s dc output to the field winding of the generator. The dc output is 

also connected to a pair of copper slip rings, mounted on the other end of the generator, to allow 

voltage measurements of the rotor winding to be taken for experimental purposes. These slip 

rings also allowed additional resistive load to be connected to the output terminals of the 

capacitive power coupler, in order to test its operating limits beyond rated power for the 

generator rotor. 

 
Fig. 23. Assembled CPC rotor, version 2, with Parylene coated rings, installed on the generator rotor. Coupler stator section is 

shown above. 
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Testing and Experimental Results 

As with the first coupler prototype, the first test carried out on this set of bearings was the 

measurement of their capacitance as a function of speed. Because rotor rings were permanently 

connected to the rectifier PC board, a different means was necessary to measure capacitance than 

simply shorting the rings together. In order to bypass the effects of the filter capacitors mounted 

on the rectifier board, its dc output terminals were shorted together. This left only the diodes in 

series with the pair of capacitors. During testing, the diodes simply acted as fixed voltage drops 

in series with the two capacitors, having no effect on calculation of the capacitance values. A 

fixed 10,000 ohm resistor was placed in series with the bearing capacitors, and the R-C 

combination was then connected to a square wave generator, as seen in Fig. 24. Using the 

oscilloscope, the R-C time constant could be measured, from which capacitance values at each 

speed point were calculated. 

 
Fig. 24. Connection of square wave generator, series resistor, and oscilloscope for measurement of bearing capacitance via R-C 

time constant calculation, with diode bridge output short-circuited. 
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Capacitance was measured between 0 and 1800 rpm, the intended operating speed range for the 

capacitive coupler. Because the actual capacitance being measured was the series combination of 

both bearings, the measured results were multiplied by two before being plotted. In this way, the 

plot shows capacitance of each bearing, under the assumption that the bearings are 

approximately equal in capacitance. Measured capacitance as a function of speed is shown in the 

plot of Fig. 25.  

In a similar fashion as for the first prototype, capacitance started higher (~4.2nF) at zero speed, 

and decreased to 3.5-3.7nF by 1800rpm. Some variation away from the asymptotic settling trend 

at higher speeds was likely due to difficulty in keeping the bearings at a constant temperature for 

all measurements. Because the bearing gap is so small in comparison to the diameter of the 

bearings, slight amounts of expansion due to heating have a noticeable effect on capacitance 

value. 

 
Fig. 25. Capacitance vs. speed plot for 2nd prototype capacitive power coupler, using Parylene coated rotor rings. 
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Power Transfer Tests 

i. External Resistive Load 

Once the capacitance vs. speed measurements had been taken, the shunt was removed from 

across the output of the bridge rectifier. Instead, the slip rings were connected to the dc output of 

the PC board. For now, the rotor winding was left disconnected, so that power transfer exceeding 

the rating of the synchronous generator’s rotor could be passed through the coupler, without 

damaging the winding. 

Initial tests were performed at approximately 900 rpm rotor speed, with a 30 ohm load 

(representative of the rotor winding) connected across a pair of brushes placed in contact with 

the rotor slip rings. 

 
Fig. 26. Resonant dc-dc converter circuit, with journal bearing capacitors (C1 and C2) forming the capacitance for its LC 

resonant link. 

For this research, external air core inductors in series with each bearing capacitor formed the 

resonant L-C tank for a resonant dc-dc converter. The schematic of the resonant dc-dc converter 

including the bearing capacitors and rotor load is shown in Fig. 26. Detailed information about 

this type of power converter circuit topology can be found in [35] and [20]. In order to achieve 

soft switching of the inverter switches, S1 and S2, it was necessary to operate the converter near 

the resonant frequency of the L-C series combination formed by the air-core inductors and their 
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respective bearing capacitances. Power throughput could then be controlled by deviating slightly 

away from the resonant frequency.  

For the initial test point of 300 watts, the operating frequency was 833 kHz. The 300 watt power 

level resulted in approximately 300 volts peak across each coupling capacitor bearing. This peak 

voltage was well below the breakdown voltage of the approximately 0.001” Parylene coating 

which was known to exceed 5500 volts [36]. Under these conditions, the rectified dc power to 

the 30 ohm resistive load was 95V at 3.25A. 

A second test was performed where 600 watts power transfer was achieved through the bearings. 

Again, 833 kHz was the switching frequency of the inverter. In this case, the peak capacitor 

voltage was around 435 volts per bearing. The output to the dc load was about 133V at 4.5A. 

Relevant circuit waveforms for both 300W and 600W tests can be seen in Fig. 27 and correspond 

to the diagram in Fig. 26. These tests demonstrated 6.17 A/MHz and 8.56 A/MHz, respectively, 

corresponding to safety factors of 15:1 and 21:1. It must be noted that these high safety factors, 

and high theoretical max A/MHz rating is in Table 4 are due to the high breakdown voltage of 

the 0.001” Parylene coating, per [36], of 5500V. In reality, the supporting power electronics and 

other components of the CPT system would not likely support voltages close to this limit for the 

coating; and thus, the actual maximum achievable current throughput and resulting safety 

margins for these tests would have to be de-rated accordingly. In order to avoid damaging the 

power electronics and test setup, the actual system limit was not practical to approach or 

quantify, thus the values tabulated are simply based on the capability of the Parylene dielectric 

itself. 
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(a) 300 watt test 

 

 

(b) 600 watt test 

Fig. 27. Switch S1 and S2 drain to source voltage and gating waveforms, showing soft switching (top) and resonant capacitor 

voltage (bottom) for 300 watts power (a) and 600 watts (b). Voltages in plots refer to voltages marked in Fig. 26. 
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ii. Generator Operation, Field Connected 

Once it was verified that the capacitive power coupler could successfully supply 600 watts across 

a rotating gap, the field winding, rated at only 200 watts, was connected to the dc rectifier 

terminals. The slip rings, which had previously been used for connecting an external resistive 

load, were left connected in parallel with the rotor field winding. However, now they would only 

be used as a voltmeter test point, for continuous monitoring of the rotor field voltage. 

The goal here was to demonstrate generation of power from the 10kW test machine on which the 

capacitive power coupler was installed. This capacitive power coupler was designed for 

approximately 1800rpm maximum, based on the viscous drag loss for that size journal bearing. 

Since this is only half the rated speed of the wound field generator, the goal was to generate 

about 5kW ac power from the generator. 

The 3 phase stator of the generator was Y-connected, and its output was connected to a delta 

connected resistive load. The overall system diagram is shown in Fig. 28. 

 
Fig. 28. System block diagram for wound field generator connected to resistive load. Field current for the wound rotor generator 

is provided exclusively via the journal bearing capacitive power coupler. 
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Once connected in this manner, an initial test was performed to ensure that a balanced 3 phase 

voltage was being applied to the load. This was an error checking measure to verify all wiring 

connections of the generator stator and load resistor banks. The generator was operated at about 

30Hz output, providing 2.74kW into the resistive load. The phase voltage waveforms from this 

test are shown in Fig. 29. 

 
Fig. 29. Generator output waveform, 2.74kW, 30Hz, 95.5V phase voltage, showing balanced 3-phase output. 

After confirming phase voltages were balanced, the desired 5kW test point was run. The resonant 

converter was again operated at 833kHz and soft switching was achieved. DC output to the field 

winding was 62.9V, resulting in approximately 126W field power into the 31 ohm winding. At 

this power level, bearing/capacitor voltage was only approximately 210V. RMS current through 

the coupling capacitors was approximately 2.25 amps. Rotor speed of the generator was held at 

about 1350rpm, so that the capacitive coupler bearings would not be pushed close to their 

thermal limits. This resulted in a generator output frequency of 22.5Hz. At this operating speed, 

with 126W field power, the generator produced 4.89kW into the 20 ohm delta connected load, 

essentially achieving the desired power level. 

Waveforms for bearing capacitor voltage and current, as well as generator output voltage, are 

shown in Fig. 30, corresponding to voltages and currents labeled in the schematic of Fig. 26. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 30. Waveforms from 4.89kW generation test using capacitive power coupler as sole means of field excitation. Net capacitor 

voltage (a), giving voltage across series combination of capacitors and load, as well as capacitor current. Generator output 

voltage is shown in (b). 

Mechanical Issues with This Design 

Though the Parylene coated rotor rings did allow the generated power goal to be reached, they 

were only operated for a short period of time for this test to be run. As the rings were kept in 

operation longer, intermittent dielectric breakdown began to be seen in the oscilloscope 

waveforms. Eventually, one of the two bearings shorted out completely. Upon disassembly of the 

bearings, it could be seen that the Parylene coating had peeled away from the aluminum surface, 

leaving bare aluminum exposed, causing contact between that bearing and shaft sections.  
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Similar results occurred when the anodized aluminum rings were substituted in, although in the 

case of the anodizing, the capacitances shorted more quickly. This pointed toward the idea that 

perhaps having bare aluminum present in the bearing was not a good choice, due to aluminum’s 

tendency to gall when in a friction contact with another material. It was determined that for 

future prototypes, bare aluminum would not be used as one of the bearing elements. 

Until the dielectric breakdown occurred, in the case of both the Parylene coated rings and the 

anodized aluminum rings, this version of the coupler certainly performed better thermally than 

the previous prototype with bronze outer rings. Even up to the speeds at which generating 

experiments were carried out, the temperature of the bearings as observed using a thermal 

imaging camera never got excessively high. This confirmed the theory from the previous 

prototype, that it is important for the inner electrode’s coefficient of thermal expansion not to be 

greater than that of the outer electrode.  

Despite having an improved thermal design, there was still room for improvement in the material 

selection. Ideally, harder materials would have to be chosen for both the inner shaft and outer 

bearing of the next prototype, in order to ensure mechanical longevity. Bare aluminum’s 

tendency to gall when in a friction contact made it unsuitable for use in a journal bearing. 
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C. Final Rotational Prototype – “Off the Shelf” Journal Bearings 

After observing the performance of the initial prototypes, it was clear that a different material 

combination would have to be chosen, in order to be able to achieve the desired rotor speeds for 

electrical generation. Although matching coefficients of thermal expansion between shaft and 

bearing performed fairly well, a clear advantage was seen in a design where the outer journal 

bearing had a thermal expansion coefficient that is greater than that of the inner rotor shaft. By 

designing the coupler such that an increase in temperature would slightly increase the bearing 

gap, temperature could be expected to self-regulate, by having the ability to slightly reduce 

friction and heat generation as a response to an increase in temperature.  

After consulting a commercial manufacturer of oil-lubricated plain journal bearings, it was 

determined that a hardened steel rotor shaft would best compliment an anodized aluminum stator 

bearing journal. Because it was desired to use factory made off-the-shelf components for this 

version of the coupler, the same company provided both the ceramic coated bearings and the 

hardened steel rotor shaft sections, manufactured using their recommended tolerances. 

The company stated that a key factor in making this type of bearing last for a long time was to 

have extremely hard surfaces for both the shaft and the bearing. Both anodized aluminum and 

case hardened steel possess sufficiently hard surfaces. They recommended using conventional 

engine oil as a lubricant, as this is what they recommend to all of their commercial customers. 

Dimensions were selected based on available bearing sizes produced by the company, in order to 

best approximate the desired capacitance values for the capacitive power coupler work. In order 

to reduce the chance of dielectric breakdown between the shafting sections and the bearings, the 
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rotating shafting sections were designed to be slightly wider than the bearings, so that there was 

no direct overlap between the inner edges of the bearing and the outer edges of the shafting rings. 

A photograph showing a representative rotor and stator ring, as received from the manufacturer 

are shown in Fig. 31. 

 

 
Fig. 31. Rotor ring (front) and stator bearing (rear) as received from manufacturer. Notice the bearings are manufactured with an 

oiling hole at the top, as well as an oil groove passing around the circumference of the center of the bearing. 

 

Though the oiling groove located about the center of the bearing slightly reduces the bearing’s 

electrical capacitance, it does serve to ensure that the entire bearing is well lubricated, provided 

that an adequate supply of oil is fed into the top oiling hole during operation. The bearings have 

a high quality hard coat anodizing layer, and the rotor rings are case hardened and ground to a 
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precise dimension to properly fit the bearings. At the suggestion of the manufacturer to use 

conventional engine oil, standard 10W-30 oil was selected, as it best represents the oil that would 

already be present in a small internal combustion engine such as the type that a generator of this 

size would be paired with. 

The design parameters for these bearings are summarized in Table 5. Though the design 

capacitance of this version is somewhat less than that of the past two prototypes, the goal of this 

version was to create a better combination of mechanical longevity and electrical performance. 

This was achieved by including an oiling groove, and slightly increasing the bearing clearance, 

which naturally resulted in lower capacitance; still more than adequate for the level of power 

required by the rotor windings (on the order of 200 watts). Breakdown voltage was measured on 

the outer surface of the one of the bearings, as not to damage the actual bearing journal during 

testing. It was assumed that the coating dielectric breakdown properties measured on the outside 

surface would be approximately equal to that of the inside journal, due to the uniformity which 

can be expected with anodizing. 

TABLE 5. FINAL JOURNAL BEARING CAPACITIVE POWER COUPLING PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

Capacitor Gap Diameter 3.00” 

Capacitor Gap Width 1.25” 

Capacitor Oil Gap 0.002” 

Engine Oil Relative Permittivity 2.1-2.4 [37] 

Anodizing Thickness 0.002” 

Anodizing Relative Permittivity 5.0-6.0 [33] 

Breakdown Voltage 1700 volts 

Predicted Capacitance Per Section, (14) 2.11 nF 

Maximum Amps/MHz 22.5 A/MHz peak 

Operating Amps/MHz 7.0 A/MHz peak 

Operating Safety Factor 3.2:1 

Manufacturer LM-Tarbell, East Longmeadow, MA 
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The photos in Fig. 32 show the rotor and stator portions of this version of the capacitive power 

coupler. For this iteration, a new means for mechanically holding the stator rings was designed, 

due to concerns that the rubber hose coupler method applied uneven mechanical strain to the 

bearings once the hose clamps were tightened. The new bracket type shown here suspends each 

stator ring on a Phenolic “leaf” spring, allowing the bearing to move freely, to a certain extent, in 

all directions except in the rotational direction. This form of suspension allowed the bearings to 

operate for very long periods of time without ever having thermal or electrical breakdown issues.  

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 32. Final journal bearing capacitive power coupler rotor (a) and stator (b). Newly designed PC board is installed on the rotor 

in (a), as well as brass lubricating oil inlet tubes shown in (b), upper right. 

Aluminum brackets were fabricated using a CNC mill, which serve three purposes: holding the 

stator bearings mechanically in place, retaining the brass oiling fitting into each bearing’s oiling 

hole, and making electrical connection between stator bearings and wing-nut ac input terminals. 

Phenolic resin “leaf springs” provide electrical isolation between stator bearings and the 

generator frame. The same Phenolic springs also serve to allow the bearings to move within a 
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limited range of radial motion during the hydrodynamic levitation process, while preventing 

them from moving axially along the rotor rings.  

A new rotor rectifier board was designed for the new bearing dimensions, again using wide band 

gap semiconductors to minimize switching losses at the high expected frequencies. Unlike the 

previous bearing holders which had to be manually oiled often during operation, via a central 

oiling hole which served both bearings, each of the new bearings was fitted with its own oiling 

connector.  

The Delrin hub on which the rotor rings were mounted to the rotor shaft was salvaged from the 

first coupler prototype, requiring only slight modification. A brass ring screwed to the rotor 

bearing ring opposite the PC board made electrical connection to that bearing rotor, and the PC 

board was then electrically connected to the ring using long brass rods passing along the length 

of the Delrin hub. Overall, the general structure of the third prototype was analogous to that of 

the second prototype, with the only significant change being the bearing element materials and 

dimensions. In Fig. 33 the stator bearing rings assembled onto the rotor shows the difference in 

width between rotor rings and stator bearings, an additional measure to prevent dielectric 

breakdown at the edges, the most vulnerable area to arcing. 
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Fig. 33. Stator bearings installed on rotor hub, showing difference in width between bearings and shaft segments intentionally 

included to avoid arc breakdown between edges of the bearings and shafts. 

Finally, photos of the completed assembly installed on the wound field generator are shown in 

Fig. 34. The black hoses entering the tops of both bearings connect to the bottom of a nearby oil 

reservoir. 10W-30 engine oil from the reservoir gravity feeds both bearings, via the hoses, 

keeping them well lubricated throughout operation.  

  
Fig. 34. Photos of the final journal bearing capacitive power transfer assembly mounted on the 10kW wound field generator 

rotor, and installed into the generator’s stator for testing. 
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After the oil passes through the bearing, it drips into an oil pan which is placed directly under the 

bearings. In a final installation, this oil would be re-circulated; however the infrastructure for 

doing so was not a topic of concern and was thus not included in this prototype version.  

Testing and Experimental Results 

As with the other two prototypes, the first experiment which was carried out on the new bearings 

was a measurement of capacitance vs. speed. Again, this allows visualization of the effect that 

reduction of eccentricity, as a function of increasing speed, has on the capacitance of the 

bearings. Using a similar procedure as with the past two prototypes, capacitance vs speed was 

measured, and can be seen in Fig. 35. 

 
Fig. 35. Capacitance vs. speed measurement for third (final) journal bearing capacitive power coupler prototype. 
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As with the past two prototypes, capacitance begins at a high value at zero speed. As speed 

increases, hydrodynamic action causes the steel shafting sections to self-center within the 

anodized bearing, reducing capacitance asymptotically to a value representative of the shaft 

being exactly concentric with the bearing. For this prototype, the value settles to approximately 

1.7nF per bearing, near the design value listed in Table 5. 

Power Transfer Testing 

In addition to installing an updated rotor rectifier board on this iteration of the capacitive power 

coupler, the driving electronics (i.e. high frequency inverter) were updated with the means for 

closed loop control. Generator stator output voltage sensing was added, allowing the high 

frequency inverter to shift closer to or further from the resonant frequency of the L-C resonant 

tank (formed by the bearing and air core inductor) in order to vary field current and regulate 

output voltage. Power level goals for this prototype exceeded that of the previous experiments. 

The new closed loop control would be used to regulate generator output voltage during output 

load steps. Results of these tests will be described here. 

With the previous capacitive power coupler, the highest generator power achieved was 4.89kW, 

approximately one half the rated power of the gen-set on which the coupler bearings were 

installed. Although this is certainly a reasonable power level considering the fact that the 

generator was limited to half of its rated speed, it was desired to exceed this power level for the 

mechanically and electrically optimized final prototype of the capacitive power coupler. In 

previous experiments, resistive load was connected directly to the stator leads of the wound field 

generator. For these experiments, to accommodate the desired step load regulation tests, the 

resistive load bank was connected to the generator using a manually operated 3-phase circuit 
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breaker. This allowed load steps to be applied at will, to test the regulator’s ability to maintain its 

stator output voltage command. 

During all capacitance vs. speed testing, these bearings exhibited no excessive heating as 

observed by the thermal imaging camera. The theory held true that proper material choice, using 

a greater coefficient of thermal expansion metal for the outside stator bearings than for the rotor 

rings, would regulate temperature to a safe value. These bearings seemed to be able to safely 

operate anywhere in the desired range 0-1800rpm. Thus, 1800rpm was chosen as the operating 

speed for power transfer and generating experiments, to emulate a typical 4-pole gen-set 

synchronous speed (the intended application of these bearings.) Closed loop control of the high 

frequency inverter was programmed such that it would attempt to maintain 120vac line to neutral 

voltage on the generator’s stator output, the rated voltage for the unit. Because the generator was 

a 2-pole unit, 1800rpm speed would only produce 30Hz output frequency; however, this was of 

no consequence driving a resistive load. The system was started at zero load, followed by a load 

step, and then removal of the load. Fig. 36 shows the response of the overall system to the load 

step and removal. 
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Fig. 36. Response of system to load step. High frequency inverter switching frequency and duty ratio (top), field voltage (second 

from top), synchronous frame stator voltage (second from bottom), and stationary frame stator voltage (bottom). 

It can be seen that the closed loop control, described in detail in [22], was able to effectively 

restore the commanded 120V line to neutral voltage by lowering the switching frequency closer 

to resonance, thereby increasing the field current within little more than 1 second of application 

of a ~10kW rated load step. After the load was removed, the terminal voltage overshoots. To 

compensate, the field current was lowered by increasing the switching frequency away from 

resonance to return voltage to the command value. This occurs within approximately 2 seconds, 

evidence of the unidirectional power transfer to the rotor due to the rotating rectifier (as would be 

the case with the conventional inductive brushless exciter). Field current can be increased rapidly 

by applying voltage, but once excitation is removed decay is limited in speed by the L-R time 

constant of the large rotor winding inductance. 

Concluding Remarks for Final Journal Bearing Coupler Prototype 

Observing the results shown above, it can be seen that the system is able to perform admirably, 

even during 1p.u. load step at half rated speed. Upon disassembly of the coupler bearings after 
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operation for several hours, no visible wear was noticed, validating the bearing material choices 

and lubricant selection suggested by the bearing manufacturer. Clearly this coupler design would 

adequately excite a 4-pole 1800rpm generator of similar or greater power rating with no 

problem, given that it was able to excite a 2-pole generator to near-rated power at half-rated 

speed. Though safety margin in Table 5 was only 3.2:1, the coupler was providing much more 

current than should be required for the generator on which it was installed. As seen in Fig. 36 field 

voltage under full load was 100 volts, which corresponds to 315 watts power dissipation in the 

31.7 ohm field winding, which is rated for only 180 watts. Thus, under normal operation, at rated 

field power, the safety margin would be noticeably improved. 
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Take-Aways from Journal Bearing Capacitive Power Couplers 

Throughout the three prototypes described previously, and their respective experimental results, 

a number of important take-aways must be noted, and are listed here: 

 Ensure that outer element of journal bearing has a coefficient of thermal expansion which 

is greater than that of the inner element, to reduce friction as temperature rises. 

 Hard surfaces (i.e. hardened steel, anodized aluminum) are key to bearing longevity, 

along with proper lubricant choice. 

 Viscous power loss (heat generation) scales more drastically with diameter than with 

length: Longer and narrower aspect ratios work best, especially at higher speeds. 

 Capacitance does vary noticeably (~20%) between zero speed and full operating speed, 

due to hydrodynamic levitation. This can easily be accounted for by control circuitry. 

 A particular bearing has a current limit imposed by its capacitance and breakdown 

voltage (Amps/Hertz = Charge). Power capability is governed by the impedance of the 

load, thus it is not directly limited by a bearing design. 
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Linear Bearing Capacitive Power Transfer 

Linear bearings, with insulating lubricating coatings or ceramic shaft coatings, introduce a host 

of applications for capacitive power transfer in the area of automation and manufacturing. Before 

a prototype setup for experimenting with capacitive power transformer through linear bearings 

was set up, several samples of various sizes and construction were obtained to perform 

characterization. A representative linear bearing sample, in this case a ½” plain bearing and 

matching anodized aluminum shafting sample is shown connected to an impedance analyzer in 

Fig. 37. Similar tests were performed for 8mm samples obtained from the same company. 

Breakdown voltage was also checked using a hi-pot tester. Results of these analyses will be 

described here. 

 
Fig. 37. Sample ½” linear bearing and anodized aluminum shaft sample connected to an impedance analyzer.  
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LCR Testing of Linear Bearing Samples 

Two bearing sizes were obtained from a manufacturer: 8mm and ½”. Anodized shafting in 8mm 

and ½” diameter was obtained from the same manufacturer. These bearings had a lubricating 

coating on their inside diameter so when used with anodized shafting they correspond with (b) of 

Fig. 13. An equivalent circuit for a representative bearing capacitance can be seen in Fig. 38. The 

series resistance and parallel (leakage) resistance both play rolls in the performance of a bearing 

in a CPT application, and their behavior can be observed using appropriate impedance 

measurements. 

 
Fig. 38. Capacitive bearing equivalent circuit. 

The following figures show impedance analyzer results for both bearing sizes. The same 10kHz 

to 10MHz frequency range was swept for each test.  Observation of the trends followed by 

capacitance, impedance magnitude, and equivalent series resistance can point toward the 

behavior of the two resistance elements pictured in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 38. This is 

especially evident in that the equivalent series resistance (ESR), and as a result, the impedance, 

decrease as a function of frequency, due to the fact that the leakage resistance is effectively short 

circuited as the capacitive reactance drops at higher frequencies. 
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Fig. 39. Impedance analyzer results for 8mm linear bearing on anodized aluminum shafting, showing approximately 45pF 

capacitance. 

 
Fig. 40. Impedance analyzer results for ½” linear bearing on anodized aluminum shafting; capacitance averaging around 105pF. 
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Using the capacitance vs. frequency data collected by the impedance analyzer testing, together 

with the formula listed previously for capacitor current throughput as a function of frequency and 

peak voltage, theoretical current capability as a function of frequency was calculated and plotted 

for both bearings, and is shown in the following figures. 

Hi-pot testing of these bearings showed was approximately 2.1kV. Thus, three ac peak voltages 

were chosen which are known to be within the safe range for these bearings: 500V, 1000V, and 

1500V. These same three voltages were used for calculating theoretical current capability for 

both bearings, and these current predictions are plotted in the same way for each bearing size in 

Fig. 41 and Fig. 42 to follow. Peak voltage is shown as increasing line thickness for 500, 1000, 

and 1500 volts. 

 
Fig. 41. Current vs. Frequency for 8mm linear bearing with anodized aluminum shafting. 

500V, 0.085 A/MHz 

1000V, 0.17 A/MHz 

1500V, 0.25 A/MHz 
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Fig. 42. Current vs. Frequency for ½” linear bearing with anodized aluminum shafting. 

It is seen in these plots that current capability scales almost linearly with frequency. Practically, 

the throughput current is limited by the switching frequency capability of the power electronics. 

The regime of interest for the research in this writing is from approximately 1-5MHz, based on 

the wide band gap switches being used in the high frequency inverter. Knowing the electrical 

properties of these bearings, an experimental setup could then be built to test actual power 

transfer. 

Parameters measured for both sizes of linear journal bearings mentioned previously are shown in 

Table 6 as well as measurements for the 1” linear bearings, whose utilization will be described in 

the next section.  

TABLE 6. PARAMETERS MEASURED FOR THREE LINEAR BEARING SIZES 

Size Capacitance Breakdown Voltage 

8 mm 42 pF 2100 

½ inch 103 pF 2100 

1 inch 500 pF 2100 

  

1500V, 0.62A/MHz 

1000V, 0.41A/MHz 

500V, 0.21A/MHz 
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Linear Bearing Power Transfer Experimental Setup 

An experimental setup would be built using the 1” bearing samples, in order to create a 

demonstration platform capable of mechanically supporting a demonstration electrical load, such 

as heating elements, or a drill spindle motor; representative of potential applications of this 

technology in milling or 3D printing equipment. 

Because of the increased utilization of coupling elements and switching devices theoretically 

afforded by 3-phase power systems, it was decided to construct a three phase capacitive power 

transfer system using 1” linear bearings. In order to build a more rugged test platform, anodized 

aluminum shafting was used in the three phase system. By adding the additional dielectric layer, 

breakdown voltage would be increased drastically, only sacrificing a small fraction of the 

bearing capacitance values. As each bearing capacitance requires a corresponding air core 

resonant inductor, the test stand was constructed with provisions for mounting the inductors, 

which would be solenoid form-factor coils (as opposed to torroidal.) The frame which was 

fabricated to hold three linear shafts is shown in Fig. 43, with a sliding carriage installed to hold 

the three bearings and eventually the linear sliding electrical load. Assuming there would be 

some variation in capacitance between bearings, length-adjustable coil mounts were included so 

that the length of the coil could be set for the desired inductance to complement each capacitor. 

This adjustment mechanism is shown in detail in the right-hand image of Fig. 43. 
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Fig. 43. Three phase linear bearing capacitive power coupler test platform (left). Sliding anchor terminals with set-screws allow 

inductor length adjustment for tuning of L-C resonant frequency (right). 

  

A set of three bearings with closely-matched capacitance was chosen and installed on the test 

stand of Fig. 43. Using the average of the three capacitance values, three identical air core 

inductors were designed and wound for the three phases. These inductors were installed on the 

test stand shown in Fig. 43 and then the three L-C combinations were tuned for the same resonant 

frequency using the inductance adjustment mechanisms for each phase. The three phase resonant 

coupler assembly was then connected between a high frequency GaN MOSFET based inverter 

and a SiC diode rectifier PC board. The dc output of the rectifier was connected to a resistive 

load. 

For initial experiments, the rectifier and load were not mounted directly on the moving carriage, 

but rather were connected to the bearings by lead wires. This simplified the mechanical setup of 

the experiment for the initial proof of concept. However, the test platform, with its rigid bearing 

mounting carriage, is set up for eventual mounting of the electrical load (likely a dc motor as 

would be used for a CNC mill spindle) directly on the carriage itself. The full system, with 

inverter, inductors, capacitive bearings, and rectifier is shown in Fig. 44. 
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Fig. 44. Complete three phase linear bearing capacitive power transfer proof of concept system (load resistance not shown.) 

 

 
Fig. 45. Electrical schematic of 3-phase linear CPT system. 

The corresponding electrical schematic diagram, showing the converter circuit, resonant 

inductor/bearing combinations, rectifier, and load is shown in Fig. 45. 

The inductors shown in the photo of Fig. 44 and Fig. 45 are tunable between 4.2-6.5 microhenry, 

given the range of length adjustment offered by the linear sliding binding posts. Capacitances 

were measured, and each inductor was tuned in order to bring the point of resonance close to the 

desired value. The tuned inductor and bearing capacitances pairs form “resonant rails.” The 

resonant frequency must be set to be slightly less than the desired switching frequency in order to 
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ensure soft switching of the inverter switches. The first resonant frequency, 3.36MHz, would 

have a corresponding inverter switching frequency of 3.66MHz. In order to investigate the effect 

of operating frequency on the performance and efficiency of the power coupling system, a 

second resonant frequency was also tested, 3.89MHz. With the L-C resonance at 3.89MHz, a 

switching frequency of 4.41MHz was used. In order to demonstrate the matched resonance of the 

three L-C pairs individually tuned for these resonant frequencies, frequency was swept and 

impedance recorded for both inductor settings. The impedance vs. frequency plots are shown 

in Fig. 46. 

 
Fig. 46. Impedance vs. Frequency of three phase bearing-inductor L-C resonant elements, at two resonant frequencies tested, 

3.36MHz and 3.89MHz. The bottom peak at both resonances represents the ESR of the LC circuit, dominated by the capacitor. 

 

The plots of Fig. 46 display equivalent series resistance (ESR), given as the remaining impedance 

at the resonant frequency (when the impedance of the series L-C is theoretically zero.) It is seen 

in this figure that ESR is approximately 2 ohms at the resonant frequency. This value is rather 

high for the currents expected to travel through the three phase capacitive coupler, which could 
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have noticeable effects on the system efficiency. It was of interest to further investigate the 

source of this high ESR for the L-C resonant circuit. Because the ESR of the inductor can easily 

be measured using an ohmmeter, it was quickly determined that the ESR of the overall system 

was dominated by the bearing capacitances (as the inductors were known to have a much lower 

resistance value.) A separate ESR vs. frequency measurement was taken for the three bearing 

capacitances alone, isolated from the inductors. Results from this test are shown in Fig. 47. 

 
Fig. 47. Equivalent series resistance (ESR) vs. frequency for all three bearing capacitances. 

 

These results point toward the conclusion that this bearing/shaft combination, given the electrical 

properties of the dielectrics, would be more efficient at higher frequency operating points, due to 

the effective bypassing of the leakage resistance of Fig. 38. The selected operating frequencies in 

the ~3.5-4.5MHz range lie in the upper end of the frequency range shown in Fig. 47, thus ESR is 

at the lower end of its possible range, ~2 ohms. 
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The three anodized shaft rails used in the test setup were cut from the same piece. As such, the 

electrical properties of the shafts were well balanced among the phases and along the length of 

the rail. Measured capacitance showed no variation with movement of the carriage along the 

shaft. Although capacitance remained constant with position, slight shift in resonant frequency 

could be seen as the carriage was moved, due to the changing parasitic inductance introduced by 

the loop formed by the shaft, bearing, and rectifier, as shown in Fig. 48.  

 
Fig. 48. Resonant frequency of each bearing-inductor pair, as a function of carriage position along the linear rail system. 

 

The maximum frequency shift due to position change along the shaft is approximately 2.4%, 

which would have minimal impact on circuit operation; therefore, position should have little to 

no effect on power throughput capability of the linear bearing capacitive power coupler. 
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Power Transfer Testing of 3-Phase Linear Bearing Setup 

The 3-phase linear bearing capacitive power transfer system, with inverter and rectifier 

connected as shown in Fig. 44 was operated at 3.66MHz, transferring 111.9W power to a 

resistive load. Key waveforms for the powered testing are shown in Fig. 49. The first waveform 

shows low side gate drive waveform of one phase, followed by three phase output voltage of the 

inverter, with respect to the negative rail of the dc supply bus. The next three waveforms show 

bearing (resonant capacitor) current, voltage, and resonant inductor voltage. All measurement in 

these plots correspond with voltages and currents labeled in the schematic of Fig. 45. 
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Fig. 49. Key waveforms for 111.9W test of 3-phase linear bearing capacitive power coupler. Voltages and currents correspond 

with those labeled in schematic of Fig. 45. 
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Because it was found in the ESR vs. frequency measurements shown in Fig. 47 that ESR 

decreases as a function of frequency for these bearings, a second three phase test was carried out 

at a higher switching frequency, 4.41MHz as mentioned previously. In order to compare the 

performance of the three phase system with single phase operation, a third test was carried out 

using two rails, and only two of the inverter and rectifier poles. Results of both three phase tests, 

as well as the single phase test, are shown in Table 7. 

TABLE 7. PARAMETERS AND MEASUREMENTS FROM LINEAR BEARING POWER TESTS 
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From the results shown in Table 7 it is seen that in each three phase case, the voltages and 

currents are fairly well balanced between phases. Efficiency is markedly better for three phase 

operation than it is for single phase operation at the same frequency, as expected. Also, in 

agreement with the ESR vs. frequency measurements, efficiency is somewhat higher for the 

higher operating frequency than it is for the lower frequency 3 phase test. In this table, 

capacitance, inductance and resonant frequency are all calculated values based on measured 

voltages and currents waveforms. 

Summary of Linear Bearing Tests 

Results show that 3-phase operation of a capacitive power coupling system, as demonstrated here 

using a linear rail system, leads to improved efficiency by making better utilization of the 

switches and resonant circuit components. This same idea, though demonstrated here with linear 

bearings, could easily be adapted to rotational journal bearing systems, among other form factors 

for capacitive power transfer.  

The largest loss mechanism in the system appears to be the ESR of the bearing capacitances, 

which from Fig. 47 can be seen to decrease to an asymptote representative of the series resistance 

of Fig. 38 as the leakage resistance is shorted with increased frequency. Further comparisons with 

different bearing material combinations will seek to determine whether the aluminum anodizing 

or the Teflon coating within the bearing contributes more heavily to the losses. 
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Main Take-Aways from Linear Bearing Prototypes 

A number of key points were found as a result of the linear bearing capacitive power transfer 

experiments described above: 

 Capacitance is not affected by position of the carriage along the rail 

 Resonant frequency only varies 2.4% with position along the rail, for this prototype, due 

to stray inductance in the rail/bearing/rectifier/load loop. 

 Capacitance is not affected by mechanical loading of the bearings. 

 ESR of bearings reduces with increasing frequency. Higher frequency is better for 

efficiency over the frequency range tested (parallel leakage resistance is bypassed at high 

frequency) 

 Bearing coating materials could be altered to reduce ESR and losses – use bearings with 

better dielectric properties. 

 Capacitance varies notably between bearing samples due to dimensional variation from 

manufacture. This can be compensated using tunable resonant inductors. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and Future Work 

Conclusions 

Experimental work in the area of capacitive power transfer has historically faced the challenge of reliably 

maintaining the small gap between electrodes necessary to maximize capacitance, while maintaining 

galvanic isolation to prevent conduction current and ensure operation as a capacitor. Plain bearings, 

whether linear or rotational, are widely used in industry and commercially available in forms which 

naturally make them suitable for capacitive power transfer. The properties that help plain bearings 

perform as a mechanical bearing (i.e. tight tolerances for rigidity, precision manufacturing processes, and 

lubricating coatings) conveniently improve their operation as a capacitor as well. Tight tolerances and 

precision surfaces naturally ensure a small gap between electrodes, maximizing capacitance per unit 

volume. The lubricating coatings present on many such bearings provide the dielectric necessary for the 

bearing to act as a capacitor, even when an auxiliary dielectric layer (such as the fluid cushion developed 

in a rotating hydrodynamic journal bearing) is not present. Because most types of equipment which are 

candidates for the implementation of contactless power transfer also use some form of bearings, it was a 

natural choice to attempt to use these bearings as a power transfer mechanism, with the option of dual 

purposing them as a mechanical bearing simultaneously. 

After experimenting with different material combinations and lubricants for rotary journal bearings, it was 

found that hardened surfaces exhibit the best longevity when lubricated with standard engine oil, as 

recommended by the manufacturer of the bearings. This correlates with common bearing coatings and 

hardened steel shafting choices in a variety of existing industrial applications, including automotive 

engines and diesel generator sets. 

Though other fluids may have a higher relative permittivity than standard engine oil, the ability to have 

perfectly adequate performance with only common motor oil shows how the rotary journal bearing 

coupler could be implemented in an engine driven generator, without requiring any special additional 
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fluids to be maintained in the equipment, apart from what is already present. This makes the technology 

an attractive modification to existing engine powered generator designs, as it eliminates the need for one 

main bearing (if the generator non-drive end is supported by the CPC bearings), as well as a cost and 

weight reduction resulting from the removal of the inductive brushless exciter. For reference, a 

comparison in size and complexity of the capacitive power coupler with the original brushless exciter 

from the test generator is shown in Fig. 50. 

 
Fig. 50. Comparison between original brushless exciter (left) and rotor/stator bearing pair of CPC (right) used on the wound field 

generator test machine. 

Fig. 50 illustrates the reduction in complexity, size, and weight offered by switching from a 

conventional inductive exciter to the capacitive coupler. The comparisons, showing the actual 

measured volume and weight reductions, are given in Table 8. 

TABLE 8: VOLUME AND WEIGHT REDUCTION USING CPT OVER BRUSHLESS EXCITER 

 Volume Weight 

Brushless Exciter: 130 in
3
 15 lbs 

Capacitive Coupler: 30 in
3
 1.5 lbs 

Percent Reduction: 77% reduced 90 % reduced 
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The bearings used in the final prototype, and shown in Fig. 50 are commercially purchased 

components. No special materials are used, and no special care must be taken to maintain them, 

besides normal lubrication.  

Likewise, linear sliding bearings used in the linear motion power transfer experiments are of a 

type that is already widely used in industry, with no modification except for the provision for 

making electrical connections to the bearing shells and shaft sections. Unlike inductive wireless 

power transfer approaches which require special windings and physical arrangement of 

components, capacitive power transfer through bearings, as discussed here, requires no special 

components not already present in the equipment, and can take on a variety of form factors 

convenient for different applications. 

Future Work 

Co-transfer of Power and Data through a Bearing 

Though power transfer has successfully been demonstrated through both rotational and linear 

journal bearings, there are opportunities for additional bearing utilization. If the high frequency 

alternating current passing through the bearings is thought of as a carrier frequency, it is possible 

to send signals and data back and forth through the capacitive power coupler by modulating the 

carrier frequency [38]. Applications for this could include passing position sensing feedback to 

the controller of a CNC machine, or reading temperature data from the rotor of a wound field 

synchronous machine. In order to improve the dynamic response of a wound field machine, an 

active inverter bridge located on the rotor could receive control signals sent via the bearings. The 

rotor could then be commanded to actively transfer power back to the stator side, collapsing the 

rotor field much more quickly than would be possible with the passive rotor rectifier used in the 

experiments described here. 
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In the case of linear bearings, control signals for spindle motors, linear actuators, or tool 

changers could be supplied via the bearings, instead of requiring cable connections or separate 

antennas and wireless communication links. 

Efficiency and Performance Improvements 

It was clear that a large part of the inefficiencies in the system were due to losses in the bearing 

dielectric materials. For the linear bearings there was no lubricating oil; only coatings. Because 

ESR measurements were similar between operation of the 1” linear bearings on bare steel shaft 

and anodized aluminum shaft; it was not supposed that the shaft coating greatly affects ESR. 

Instead, the losses must stem from the coating within the inside diameter of the bearings. Future 

improvements of systems like these would include finding bearing coatings which still perform 

well mechanically, but are less lossy dielectrics (i.e. lower conductivity). 

Aside from lowering conductivity, dielectrics could be optimized in their composition to yield 

higher relative permittivity, thus boosting the Amps/Hertz rating, and therefore the performance 

of the bearings as a capacitive power coupler. 

Mechanical Loading of the Capacitive Power Transfer Bearings 

The eventual goal of using journal bearings as capacitors for electrostatic energy transfer is to 

achieve dual purposing of the components, for the sake of overall component reduction and a 

system. This component reduction simplifies manufacturing, while reducing overall weight and 

volume, a bonus in many of the possible applications for the technology. Future work in this area 

will involve designing a prototype, whether rotary or linear, where the same bearings which are 

used as the coupling capacitors are also used to bear a mechanical load. In the case of the rotary 

journal bearings, this would involve using the capacitive journal bearings to replace one of the 

main bearings of a generator rotor. For linear bearing CPT, a demonstration would be built 
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which would support some typical linear bearing load, such as a mill spindle or 3D printer head, 

using the same bearings which couple the power needed to operate the spindle motor or printing 

components. 

Capacitive Saliency for Position Tracking 

One modification for the capacitive journal bearings which would further increase their 

utilization would be to introduce capacitive saliency in order to enable self-sensing of relative 

position between the stationary and moving parts of the equipment. In the case of a rotary journal 

bearing, this would involve the design of bearing surface features which cause the bearing 

capacitance to measurably vary throughout the angular range of motion. Control circuitry would 

then interpret the capacitance, as derived from voltage and current waveform measurements, to 

relay the angular position back to a readout or controller. In the case of linear bearings, some 

mechanical feature would be designed into the length of the shafting, which similarly causes 

capacitance to vary measurably with linear position along the shaft. In both cases, this 

introduction of capacitive saliency, and the appropriate modifications to the electronics allowing 

its interpretation, would eliminate the need for a separate position encoder or resolver. 

Reliability Testing of Bearings 

All experimental results discussed in this paper were recorded over relatively short durations of 

operation. These couplers were never subjected to many hours of service, as would be expected 

in an industrial application (i.e. many hours of rotational operation for the hydrodynamic journal 

bearings at rated speed, or many linear motion cycles for the plain linear bearings.) Future testing 

would have to include some form of longevity or reliability testing in order to prove that this 

technology is immediately suitable for an industrial application without further design 

improvement. 
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As far as the electronics which drive the capacitive power coupler (high frequency inverter 

circuit and control logic) the lifetime characteristics of the components are quite well known; 

thus, the longevity of these systems could be predicted more easily than that of the mechanical 

parts of the system. Though it is assumed here that utilizing these bearings as ac power coupling 

elements does not degrade the materials within the bearings, extensive testing has not yet been 

carried out to confirm this. 

The results of this work lay out a technology which, if implemented in the applications 

described, would simplify construction of the equipment greatly. Due to the lightweight 

materials that are used, weight reduction is almost certain (as compared to other methods 

described in the state-of-the-art review section.) Future research will seek to optimize the 

materials and construction of these bearings in order to best suit their purpose as a hybrid 

electrical and mechanical component within the intended system.  
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